In this paper, a Multi-layer architecture is proposed by stacking minimum Variance-Embedded Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR) based Auto-Encoder in a hierarchical fashion for One-class Classification, and is referred to V MKOC. Two types of Auto-Encoders are employed for this purpose. One is vanilla Auto-Encoder and other is Variance-Embedded Auto-Encoder. The first one minimizes only reconstruction error and the latter one minimizes the intra-class variance and reconstruction error, simultaneously within the multi-layer architecture. These Auto-Encoders are employed as multiple layers to project the input features into new feature space, and the obtained projected features are passed to the last layer of V MKOC. The last layer of V MKOC is constructed by KRR-based one class classifier. The extensive experiments are conducted on 17 benchmark datasets to verify the effectiveness of V MKOC over 11 existing state-of-theart kernel-based one-class classifiers. The statistical significance of the obtained outcomes is also verified by employing a Friedman test on the obtained results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Anomaly detection in the absence of counterexamples is a quite challenging task for researchers. For this purpose, One-class Classification (OCC) [1] , [2] has been proposed by researchers in the past. OCC problems learn only from normal or positive samples. This situation arises as samples of the negative class are very rare or very costly to collect [1] , [2] , thus multi-class classification doesn't fit for this specific condition. Various types of learnings [1] have been proposed in the literature. These learning methods can be divided into two broad categories viz., non-kernel-based and kernelbased methods. Various non-kernel-based one-class classifiers are Auto-Encoder data descriptor [3] , self-organizing map data description [1] , K-means data description [1] , anglebased outlier factor data description [4] , principal component analysis based data descriptor [1] etc. On the other hand, the kernel-based one-class classifiers are kernel principal component analysis based data description [5] , one-class support vector machine [6] , support vector data description [7] etc. In literature, it can be easily evinced that kernel-based methods perform better than non-kernel-based methods [1] , [8] - [10] . Nevertheless, these kernel-based methods employ a computationally expensive approach to solve a quadratic optimization problem. Among various kernel-based methods, some uses as iterative approach [1] , [9] , [11] of solution and some of them use non-iterative approach [12] , [13] of solution. Among non-iterative-based methods, KRR-based models [12] , [14] rapidly optimize the problem by solving a linear systems. Therefore, KRR-based models [14] , [15] have received quite attention by researchers for solving various types of problems viz., regression, binary, multi-class etc.
In recent years, KRR is developed to solve one-class classification problem and achieved better performance compared to various state-of-the-art one-class classifiers. Based on the available literature, KRR-based one-class classifiers can be broadly categorized as single output node-based architecture [12] , [13] , [16] and Auto-Encoder-based architecture [17] , [18] . Further, Graph-Embedded single output node-based architecture is developed based on two types of embedding viz., local and global embedding. For this purpose, various types of Laplacian Graphs have been employed by Iosifidis et al. [16] for local (i.e., Local Linear Embedding, Laplacian Eigenmaps etc.) and global (linear discriminant analysis and clusteringbased discriminant analysis etc.) embedding. Later, class variance and sub-class variance information-based embedding are proposed by Mygdalis et al. [12] for face verification task. Above all mentioned KRR-based one-class classifiers are developed only for single-layer-based architecture. Over the last decade, stacked Auto-encoder based multi-layer architectures have received quite an attention by researchers due to better representation capability of data [19] , [20] . Obtained highlevel feature representations also help in the improvement of the one-class classifier [21] . By taking inspiration from this [21] , KRR-based multi-layer architecture has been developed for the one-class classification task. Hence, there is no need to explicitly extract the feature from one architecture and pass to other architecture for OCC. Our proposed architecture is capable of providing the better representation of data and performing OCC.
In this paper, a multi-layer architecture is constructed by stacking various minimum Variance-Embedded KRR-based Auto-Encoders in a hierarchical manner and a KRR-based one-class classifiers are stacked as a output layer to the final output of these stacked Auto-Encoders. These Auto-Encoders minimize the class or sub-class variance information as well as reconstruction error within the multi-layer architecture. Hence, the derived feature space will have better data reconstruction ability and intra-class compactness. The multiple layers exploit the idea of successive nonlinear data mappings and hence capture the relationship effectively. By minimizing the class and sub-class variance with the multi-layer architecture, 2 variants of the minimum Variance-Embedded multi-layer oneclass classifier have been proposed, namely, V MKOC-CV and V MKOC-SV . Performance of these two variants is compared with 11 state-of-the-art kernel-based methods available in the literature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the proposed method in detail. Performance evaluation is provided in Section III. Finally, Section IV concludes our work.
II. MINIMUM VARIANCE-EMBEDDED MULTI-LAYER
KRR-BASED ONCE-CLASS CLASSIFIER In this section, a minimum Variance-Embedded Multilayer KRR-based architecture for One-class Classification (V MKOC) is described in detail. This architecture is described in Fig. 1 . We are not minimizing the variance at each layer because consecutive variance minimization at each layer will lose the pattern between the samples of the dataset. Hence, the first layer minimizes the class or sub-class variance and rest of the Auto-Encoders try to learn latent features from the raw features. Before going further into detail, we are providing some assumption regarding notation in the following paragraph.
This multi-layer architecture is constructed by stacking two types of Auto-Encoders viz., minimum Variance-Embedded KRR-based Auto-Encoder (V KAE) and vanilla KRR-based Auto-Encoder (KAE). These stacked Auto-Encoders are employed for defining the successive data representation. In the 1 st V KAE of this figure, input training matrix is denoted by
.., x 0 in ], i = 1, 2, ..., N , is the n-dimensional input vector of the i th training sample. Let us assume that there are d layers in the proposed architecture, i.e., h = 1, 2, ..., d. Output of the h th layer is passed as input to the (h + 1) th layer. Let us denote output at h th layer of Auto-Encoder,
.., N . X h corresponds to the output of the h th Auto-Encoder and the input of the (h + 1) th Auto-Encoder. Each of the Auto-Encoders involves a data mapping using function φ(.), mapping X h−1 to φ h = φ(X h−1 ). φ(.) corresponds to a mapping of X h−1 to the corresponding kernel space
The data representation obtained by calculating the output of the (d − 1) th Auto-Encoder in the architecture is passed to the d th layer for OCC using V MKOC d . Here, V MKOC d denotes d th layer of V MKOC. In the given figure, minimum Variance-Embedding is performed by using a scattered matrix V h , which encodes either class or sub-class variance information with the kernel matrix. Two types of training errors and weight matrices are generated by V MKOC. The first type of training error matrix and weight matrix are generated by the h th Auto-Encoder until (d − 1) layers and denoted as E h = e h i and β h a , where i = 1, 2, ..., N and h = 1, 2, ..., (d − 1), respectively. And the other type of training error vector and weight vector are generated by the one-class classifier at d th layer and denoted as E d = e d i and β d o , where i = 1, 2, ..., N , respectively. Based on the above notations, proposed methods V MKOC are discussed in the next subsections.
A. Minimum Variance-Embedded Multi-layer KRR for Oneclass Classification: V MKOC V MKOC architecture in Fig. 1 consists of three processing steps. In the first step, class or sub-class variance is minimized within a Auto-Encoder for the first layer of V MKOC. This Auto-Encoder is termed as V KAE. In V KAE, we define the variance (V h ) of the training data representations for the h th Auto-Encoder as follows:
where Φ h = mean of the training samples in the kernel space
Here, scatter matrix V h can be expressed as:
where, 1 ∈ R N is a vector of ones, I ∈ R N ×N is the identity matrix, and V h represents any Laplacian matrix for h th layer.
To exploit subclass information in the feature space of the h th Auto-Encoder, V h can be defined as follows:
where, γ q i denotes index of training samples x i belonging to subclass q and N q is number of training samples in subclass q. Assignment of training samples in subclasses is performed by applying a clustering algorithm (e.g. K-means). V h encodes subclass variance information, which can be also expressed in a similar manner as (2). Hence, V KAE can be represented as the following optimization problem:
In (4), first term minimizes intra-class compactness and second term minimizes the reconstruction error, simultaneously. Here, the regularization parameter C provides the trade-off between the two objectives viz., minimizing the training error and class (2) into (4), the Lagrangian relaxation of (4) can be shown as follows:
where α h = {α h i }, i = 1, 2 . . . N, is a Lagrangian multiplier. In order to optimize (5), we compute its derivatives as follows: (8) can be represented in simpler vector notation as follows: (18) can be reformulated as follows:
Now, we take the derivative of above equation and compute Lagrangian multiplier (α h ), which is given as:
a can be derived by substituting (11) into (6):
After mapping the training data through V KAE in the first layer of V MKOC, (d − 2) successive KAE layers are employed in the second step. Optimization problem of KAE can be formulated as follows:
where C is a regularization parameter, and e h i is a training error vector corresponding to the i th training sample at h th layer. The Lagrangian relaxation of (13) is shown below in (14):
where α = {α h i }, i = 1, 2 . . . N, is a Lagrangian multiplier. In order to optimize £ KAE , we compute its derivatives as follows: (17) can be represented in simpler vector notation as follows: (18) can be reformulated as follows:
Now, we take the derivative of above equation and compute alpha, which is given as:
Now, β h a can be derived by substituting (20) into (15):
The training data representations defined by the outputs of the successively stacked one V KAE and (d − 1) KAE are used in order to train a vanilla KRR-based one-class classifier (KOC) at d th layer (V MKOC d ) in the third step. Optimization problem of V MKOC d is written as follows:
Above minimization problem can be solved similar as (13) .
At last, the decision process for a test vector, whether it is outlier or not, is discussed in Subsection II-B.
B. Decision Function
A threshold (θ1) is employed with the proposed methods, which is determined as follows:
(i) Calculate distance between the predicted value ( O i ) of the i th training sample and r, and store in a vector d as follows:
(ii) After storing all distances in d as per (24), sort these distances in decreasing order and denoted by a vector d dec . Further, reject few percent of training samples based on the deviation. Most deviated samples are rejected first because they are most probably far from the distribution of the normal samples. The threshold is decided based on these deviations as follows:
where 0 < η ≤ 1 is the fraction of rejection of training samples for deciding threshold value. N is the number of training samples and denotes the floor operation. So, a threshold value can be determined by above procedures. Afterwards, during testing, a test vector x p is fed to the trained multi-layer architecture and its output O p is obtained. Further, compute d for any one types of threshold as follows: Calculate the distance ( d) between the predicted value O p of the p th testing sample and r as follows:
Finally, x p is classified based on the following rule:
If d ≤ Threshold, x p belongs to normal class
Otherwise, x p is an outlier
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section provides a detailed discussion on the experiment conducted to evaluate and analyses the performance of the proposed V MKOC over 17 data sets, which is selected from various disciplines. These datasets are obtained from UCI repository [22] . These datasets are created mainly for multiclass classification task, however, we have transformed and make it suitable for OCC task. Those datasets which have binary classes, we consider one class as a normal class and other as an outlier. When there are more than two classes in the datasets then consider any one class as normal sample and remaining as outlier classes. Hence, 17 one-class datasets are generated from 9 multi-class datasets. Description of these datasets can be found in Table I . All experiments on these datasets are carried out with MATLAB 2016a on Windows 7 (Intel Xeon 3 GHz processor, 64 GB RAM) environment.
Based on the discussion in the previous section, variants of the proposed V MKOC are named as V MKOC-CV and V MKOC-SV . We have selected 11 existing state-of-the-art kernel-based one-class classifiers to compare from these two proposed variants. These existing classifiers can be categorized as follows:
(i) Support Vector Machine (SV M ) based: One-class SVM (OCSV M ) [6] , Support Vector Data Description (SV DD) [7] (ii) KRR-based:
(a) Without Embedding: KRR-based OCC (KOC) [13] and KRR-based Auto-Encoder model for OCC (AEKOC) [ 
17] (b) With Embedding:
Local information-based embedding with KOC : LKOC-X [16] , X = Local Linear Embedding (LLE) or Laplacian Eigenmaps (LE) Global information-based embedding with KOC: GKOC-XX [16] , XX = Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Clustering-based LDA (CDA)). Class variance (CV ), and sub-class variance (SV ) based single layer architecture: V KOC-CV [12] and V KOC-SV [12] . (iii) Principal Component Analysis (P CA) based: Kernel PCA (KP CA) [5] . OCSV M and SV DD are implemented using LIBSVM library [23] and DD Toolbox [24] , respectively. Codes of all KRR-based one-class classifiers are provided by the authors of the corresponding papers. The implementations of KP CA [5] and AEKOC [17] are obtained from the links provided in the paper (links are made available with the reference of the respective paper).
A. Range of the Parameters
Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel is employed for all kernel-based methods:
where σ is only parameter which is calculated as the mean Euclidean distance between training vectors in the corresponding feature space. Proposed multi-layer architecture, V MKOC, has employed maximum five layers during the experiment. Range of all the parameters are given as follows: All classifiers selects optimal parameter value from the above provided range using cross-validation methods.
B. Performance Evaluation Criteria
We have used 5-fold cross-validation (CV) in all of our experiments. Geometric mean (η g ) is calculated for evaluating the performance of the classifier and is defined as:
we compute the average η g over 5-fold CV and reported η g with its standard deviation (Δ)) in Table II-Table IV . We have computed two more criteria viz., mean of all Gmeans (η m ) and percentage of the maximum Gmean (η p ). η m is computed by taking average of all Gmeans obtained by a classifier over all datasets. η p is defined as follows [25] :
Gmean of classifier for i th dataset Maximum Gmean achieved for i th dataset × 100 Number of datasets (30) Moreover, a statistical testing, Friedman test [26] , is performed to verify the statistical significance of the outcomes and computed Friedman Rank (η f ). In our experiments, we compute η m , η p and η f similar as discussed in [25] .
C. Performance Comparison
The Gmean (η g ) of the 11 kernel-based methods over 17 datasets are provided in Tables II to IV for financial, medical, and miscellaneous datasets, respectively. For every dataset, best η g is kept boldface in the result tables. Out of 6 financial credit approval datasets, proposed V MKOC yields better results for 5 datasets. In comparison to all 11 existing oneclass classifiers presented in Table II , V MKOC-CV exhibits significant improvement of more than 3.65% and 4.43% for Australian(1) and Japan(1) datasets, respectively. Moreover, multi-layer version (V MKOC-CV and V MKOC-SV ) exhibits a notable improvement of 13.33% and 8.15% over their single-layer version (V KOC-CV and V KOC-SV ). Out of 6 medical datasets in Table III , V MKOC exhibits better performance for only 2 datasets and comparable η g for the 3 datasets. Out of 5 miscellaneous datasets, V MKOC yields better results for 3 datasets, namely, Glass(1), Iono(2), and Iris. In comparison to all 11 existing one-class classifiers presented in Table IV , V MKOC exhibits significant improvement of more than 10.47% and 2.12% for Iono (2) and Iris datasets, respectively.
Overall, it can be analyzed from Tables II to IV that V MKOC-CV , V MKOC-SV , V KOC-CV , V KOC-SV , SV DD , and OCSV M yield best results for 5, 5, 3, 3, 1, and 1 datasets, respectively. Now, η m and η p is calculated to analyze the η g value more closely in the following paragraph.
The η m metric is computed for 11 existing and 2 proposed one-class classifiers over the 17 datasets and their η m values are plotted in decreasing order in Fig. 2 . It can be clearly stated from this figure that V MKOC-SV and V MKOC-CV achieve top two positions among 13 one-class classifiers and both variants of V MKOC yields approximately identical results.
In order to further analyze, η p metric is computed which provides information regarding proximateness of each classifier towards maximum η g value. We encounter similar can be easily evinced in Fig. 3 . Moreover, η p values of V MKOC-SV are more than 94% for all datasets except German(1) and Ecoli(1 )datasets. For these two datasets, it achieves more than 90% η p value. The η p values of all 13 classifiers are provided in detail on the the web page (https://goo.gl/pv99k9). Overall, it can be suggested based on the above discussion that V MKOC-CV and V MKOC-SV emerge as the best performing classifier among 13 presented one-class classifiers in term of η g , η m , and η p . Apart of this fact, a statistical testing is performed to verify the statistical significance of the above outcomes. Hence, Friedman Rank (η f ) test is performed on all 13 classifiers and discussed in the following subsection.
D. Statistical Comparison
A non-parametric Friedman test is performed to compare the performance of 13 one-class classifiers. In this test, the null hypothesis states that the mean of individual experimental treatment is not significantly different from the aggregate mean across all treatments and the alternate hypothesis states the other way around. Three main components are computed in Friedman test, namely, F-score, p-value and Friedman Rank (η f ). At the tolerance level α = 0.05, if obtained F-score is greater than the critical value then the equality of mean hypothesis (i.e. null hypothesis) can be rejected. Modified Friedman test [26] , [27] is used for this testing. The obtained F-score after employing this test is 6.82, and it is greater than the critical value 1.80. Hence, we reject the null hypothesis with 95% of a confidence level. Further, for tolerance value α = 0.05, we calculate p-value and it is 3.3128e − 10 which is much lesser than 0.05, and it indicates that above obtained results are statistically significant.
Moreover, η f [26] is also calculated to assign a rank to all presented one-class classifiers in this paper. These ranks are provided in increasing order in Table V and also provided their corresponding η m value in the last column. Here, less value of η f indicates better performance. Similar as above, V MKOC-CV and V MKOC-SV again holds top two positions. We have also plotted these values along with the decreasing order of η m it can be stated that η f value of most of the classifiers increases as value of η m decreases. However, some exceptions are also here like V MKOC-SV has better η m value but identical η f value compared to V MKOC-CV . Similar can be found in the case of V KOC-SV and SV DD. Better η f value indicates that performance is more stable throughout the datasets. Hence, it can be stated that proposed one-class classifiers have better generalization capability.
IV. CONCLUSION
A minimum Variance-Embedded multi-layer architecture is presented in this paper for OCC. Two variants, V MKOC-CV and V MKOC-SV , of this architecture are proposed. This architecture is constructed by successively stacking two types of Auto-Encoders and a KRR-based one-class classifier in the last layer. Therefore, three types of training processes are involved as discussed in the paper. An extensive experimental comparison among existing and proposed one-class classifiers has been conducted and it has exhibited that the V MKOC variants emerge as the best classifiers among all 13 classifiers. Friedman test is also performed and it also statistically verified the same fact. We achieved better performance because data is represented in a better way through multiple layers of stacked Auto-Encoder. We have employed V MKOC for outlier detection task only, however, it can be employed for various other tasks like face verification, labeling unlabeled data etc.
